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 and Alex who escape from the latter’s dysfunctional family and try to get away. Nihilocult (French: ) is a 2016 French comedy
horror film. Plot Max, a documentary filmmaker, travels to St. Petersburg to research an upcoming documentary. Along the
way, he travels with friends and his carefree ex-girlfriend, Julie, who is currently involved with André, a Russian man in his

mid-30s with a strong personality. They make the trip after Max dumps Julie, but Max still feels guilty. His guilt gets the best of
him, and he deliberately shows a wrong turn in an attempt to get Julie back. Upon their arrival in St. Petersburg, he rents a hostel

and meets a mysterious Russian woman named Yulia. She tries to make friends with Julie, but Julie rejects her advances.
Meanwhile, at the hostel, they meet several other Americans and soon start a group of Americans at the hostel. Max soon finds
out that Julie was not going to join him in St. Petersburg and that he is in for a rough time, especially because he does not know

the area well. While at a restaurant one night, Max and his American friends get into an argument with Yulia and her friend,
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Vladimir. Vladimir is angry at Max for the breakup with Julie, and Yulia agrees. They argue, and Yulia and Vladimir fight.
Vladimir leaves while Yulia claims Max is the reason for their argument. Vladimir returns, and the fight escalates. Vladimir and
Yulia end up choking each other. Max, seeing this, chases after them, and they begin to fight in a small boat. Vladimir and Yulia
end up breaking through the hull and drown. Max recovers their bodies and returns to his hostel. The next day, Max and Julie go
to the metro to take a train to another part of St. Petersburg. They get stuck on the subway, and the Russian driver forces them
to pay to get out of the subway. The driver is a hulking man who claims to be Yulia's husband, and Max realizes he is a mass

murderer who killed Julie's previous boyfriend. The driver knocks Max out, but Julie panics, and Yulia takes her and Max to her
apartment. As Max recovers, he notices a picture of the driver. Yulia states that this is a picture of Vladimir and claims to be the

one who killed him. Max realizes she is mad at him for the breakup with Julie and the 82157476af
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